Winners

These are the winners of all the categories in the competition part of Computer Space 2020- the jury selection, Organizing Committee selection as well as the winners of the public vote and the special awards.

Computer Animation
1. Microdistrict - Ivelina Ivanova
2. Average happiness - Luce Grosjean
3. Hide in the light - Emil Gruev

Computer Graphics
1. Youngceaser brand identity and 3d illustration - Alexander Petrov
2. Friendship - Vanya Panova
3. Progenation - Viktor Katsarov
Debut project award: Bonsai Dragon - Ivan Minchev
Debut project award: Progenation - Viktor Katsarov

Computer & Electronic Music
1. Mombasa mix - Felipe Otondo
2. Kibuyu - Daniel Blinkhorn
3. Oniros - Massimo Vito Avantaggiato

Web Design: Art, Culture & Hobby
1. Информационен регистър на варненското недвижимо културно наследство - David Penev
2. Платформа за онлайн курсове – Contipso
3. HP Media GmbH - Stefan Parnarov

Web Design: Information & Media
Special award: Katalozite.com – all catalogues and brochures in one place - Simeon Bonchev

Web Design: Society & Institutions
2. Химикотехнологичен и металургичен университет - Paradox Interactive
3. МБАЛ СВ.Иван Рилски – Раз prag - Angel Vachev
Special award: Future time traveller - Gergana Rakovska

Web Design: Technology & Market
1. Yuno pearls - Georgi Vassilev
2. Tyxit wireless audio technologies website - Alexander Petrov
3. Gradishte agro – local nature essential oils from Bulgaria - Simeon Bonchev
Mobile Applications & Art
Special: Souldapse - Felipe Otondo

Organizing Committee special award
Rumen Manolov - for dedicated contribution to the contest part of Computer Space

Public vote awards:

Computer Animation
Medcezir - Mustafa Karamanoğlu

Computer Graphics
The endless journey - Ивайла Стоянова

Computer & Electronic Music
Kibuyu - Daniel Blinkhorn

Web Design: Art, Culture & Hobby
Be.alive.photography - Tsvetelina Mladenova

Web Design: Society & Institutions
МБАЛ СВ.Иван Рилски – Разград - Angel Vachev

Web Design: Technology & Market
Хотел Zoo София - Angel Vachev

Computer Space is organized by: SCAS

Computer Space is included in the Calendar of Cultural Events of Sofia Municipality

Partners:

MINISTERSTVO NA OBRAZOVANIETO I NAUKATA

Under the patronage of Maria Gabriel – Member of the European Commission